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Laurence Amélie, daughter of the renowned Swiss abstract painter Gérard Schneider, 

continues the family tradition of painting after a successful career as Creative Director and 

fashion designer at Bon Point in Paris. 

Laurence paints from her idyllic country setting near Fontainebleau. It is the house where her 

father, a contemporary of Picasso who was friends with Zao Wou-Ki, Chu Teh-Chun and Hans 

Hartung, painted during the highly active mid-20th century abstract period. With him, Laurence 

learned classical painting of the 18th century. 

Laurence paints using acrylic and spends days preparing the background colour washes of her 

work, gradually adding new layers of subtle tones which give great depth to every piece. 

Laurence is inspired by nature, the seasons, the changing light and the disarray of wild rambling 

country flowers. Her work also focuses on dresses, which has something of an aristocratic French 

style. 

 

‘I paint that which moves me, flowers growing haphazard,  

bucolic nature, its poetic disorder’ 

 

In each of her paintings, for each of her subjects Laurence’s rarest quality is the movement that 

she brings to life. She is always able to portray the soft illusion of forms being blown in a gentle 

breeze. This dreamlike quality is perhaps the romantic element her followers fall in love with. 

Laurence Amélie is well known in France and in the USA and her work is becoming extremely 

collectable. It is heralded by the chic and fashionable boutique Merci in Paris, at Bagatelle 

gardens and in several galleries (Los Angeles, London). Her client base stretches overseas to the 

United States, while she intends to be more and more in Asia as she feels very connected to this 

part of the world. Her collectors are everywhere: Australia, Canada, Dubaï ... 

For the first time her art is now exhibited in Hong Kong at the Asian Art Contemporary show 2014 

through a very unique collection that includes major pieces with a new significant style. 

Laurence lives and works near Paris, in Barbizon. She paints small to very large formats and she 

also creates Art works on request. 


